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SUMMARY

High-energy-density nickel (Ni)-rich cathode materials are used in
commercial lithium (Li)-ion batteries for electric vehicles, but they
suffer from severe structural degradation upon cycling. Planar
gliding and microcracking are seeds for fatal mechanical fracture,
but their origin remains unclear. Herein, we show that ‘‘layer-by-
layer delithiation’’ is activated at high voltages during the charge
process when the ‘‘lattice collapse’’ (a characteristic high-voltage
lattice evolution in Ni-rich cathodes) occurs. Layer-by-layer deli-
thiation is evidenced by direct observation of the consecutive
lattice collapse using in situ scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy (STEM). The collapsing of the lattice initiates in the
expanded planes and consecutively extends to the whole crystal.
Localized strain will be induced at lattice-collapsing interface
where planar gliding and intragranular microcracks are generated
to release this strain. Our study reveals that layer-by-layer delithia-
tion during lattice collapse is the fundamental origin of the
mechanical instability in single-crystalline Ni-rich cathodes.

INTRODUCTION

High-energy-density cathodes are critical in the development of next-generation

lithium (Li)-ion batteries (LIBs), particularly for applications such as long-range

electric vehicles. As nickel (Ni) is an effective redox participant, the Ni-rich

LiNixCoyMn1�x�yO2 (NCM) cathodes have attractedmuch attention for their high ca-

pacity (�200 mAh g�1), high-rate capability, and reduced cost.1,2 Ni-rich cathodes

are always delithiated at high voltage for high power density and maximum Li use.

However, severe structural degradation occurring at high voltage has limited their

practical applications. Like other layered cathodes, Ni-rich electrodes suffer from

several possible structural degradations, such as layered to spinel or rock salt phase

transformations,3 passivation layer formation,4 and active material dissolution.5

These degradations usually appear on the surface, and many efforts including

coating techniques and other surface treatments6,7 have been made to mitigate

them. Furthermore, Ni-rich cathodes also experience mechanical degradations arise

within the grains, where planar gliding8–10 and intragranular microcracks11,12 have

been observed, and they are usually associated with strain induced by the Li-ion con-

centration gradient during Li extraction/insertion.13–17

Ni-rich NCM cathodes undergo a characteristic anisotropic lattice evolution during

electrochemical cycling; a lattice expansion along the c-direction and a shrinkage

along the a and b directions are noticed when Li ions are first extracted from the
Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s).
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lattice at low voltage.18,19 When the electrochemical voltage exceeds �4.1 V, an

abrupt anisotropic lattice contraction along the c-axis by as much as 5% (termed ‘‘lat-

tice collapse,’’ also known as ‘‘H2-H3’’ phase transition process.) has been identified

for Ni-rich NCM, producing extensive mechanical strain. This strain leads to the gen-

eration of defects and pulverization of the cathode particles and a rapid perfor-

mance decay upon cycling.20–23 The increment of the Ni content makes the lattice

collapse at a lower delithiation voltage,23 and creates a more severe anisotropic lat-

tice change and strain.24–27 However, state-of-the-art modeling of planar gliding

and crack generation still lacks a clear understanding of the relationship between

the internal strain intrinsically arising from the electrochemical reactions (especially

those related to lattice collapse) and the generation of planar gliding and micro-

cracks. And operando observations can play the key role in unraveling the origin

of the mechanical degradation.28,29

In this work, we analyzed dynamic structural evolution along with Li-ion extraction in

single-crystalline Ni-rich cathodes using in situ scanning transmission electron mi-

croscopy (STEM); we observed consecutive lattice collapse and the formation of

planar gliding. Lattice collapse induces multiple planar gliding in its way to extend

along the c-axis. Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we find that,

when lattice collapse occurs at high voltage, the Li extraction mode converts from

the classic solid-solution mode to the layer-by-layer mode upon deep discharge.

Planar gliding then enables to mitigate the interlayer compression caused by lattice

collapse. Moreover, the origin of the microcracking is found to be closely related to

the consecutive lattice collapse and planar gliding, as a result of the layer-by-layer

delithiation. Our work discloses the origin of the mechanical degradation in internal

Ni-rich NCM single crystals; it correlates lattice collapse, planar gliding, and intra-

granular microcracking under the layer-by-layer delithiation model. These analyses

will provide insight into the structural modifications in next-generation layered cath-

ode materials.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Correlation between mechanical degradation and lattice collapse

This work uses single-crystalline Ni-rich NCM cathodes (the Ni/Co/Mn atomic ratio is

6:2:2, noted as NCM 622; Figures S1–S3) to investigate the intrinsic structural degra-

dation mechanism. In situ high-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) has been carried

out to study the correlation between the lattice parameter change and the degree

of delithiation during the charging process, where lattice collapse is identified.

Figures 1A and 1B depict the galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles and the in

situ HEXRD patterns corresponding to the (003) and (110) Bragg reflections. The

(003) variation illustrates the lattice changes along the c-direction, while (110) repre-

sents the changes in the a-b plane. The shift of the (003) peak shows an initial mild

increase, followed by a sudden plunge of the lattice parameter c (termed as lattice

collapse). The (110) peak shows a continuous shift toward higher angles (decline of

the lattice parameter) at low voltages and remains relatively stable at high voltages

above 4.1 V. Indeed, lattice collapse initiates at �4.1 V and continues with a large

plunge of the c parameter from 4.2 to 4.5 V. A ‘‘peak broadening’’ phenomenon is

also identified during lattice collapse, which was also reported in a previous study23

(Figure S4), implying that a variant spacing of the (003) lattice plane occurs in deep

lattice-collapse stage.

Increasing the high cutoff voltage can increase both the energy density and the po-

wer density of the battery, but at the price of deepening lattice collapse. We carried
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023



Figure 1. Correlating defect generation with lattice collapse in the single-crystalline Ni-rich cathode

(A and B) In situ HEXRD of the NCM/lithium half-cell. Voltage profile (A) and corresponding contour plot of the peak intensities (B).

(C1–C3) Cycling stability within different cutting off voltages.

(D1–D3) The corresponding charge-discharge curves of the half-cells in (C1)–(C3).

(E–G) Ex situ characterization of the NCM cathode. SEM images (E), cross-sectional HAADF/BF-STEM images along the [100] zone (F), and high-

resolution HAADF-STEM images with the intensity profiles from labeled areas inset (G). The cathode was discharged to 3.9 V (E1, F1, and G1), 4.2 V (E2,

F2, and G2) and 4.4 V (E3, F3, and G3).
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out cycling measurements at elevated cutoff voltages at a current density of

60 mA g�1 (Figures 1C and 1D) to reveal the relation between the degree of lattice

collapse and stability of the electrochemical performance. It is observed that as the

cutoff voltage increases from 4.2 V to 4.3 and 4.4 V, the capacity retention at the

300th cycle drops from 92.3% to 84.7% and 73.3% with increased polarization

over the cycles. It can be seen that as lattice collapse is deepened, the cyclability

worsens, possibly because of a severer mechanical degradation.

The TEM data show that planar gliding and intragranular microcracks are formed in

the cathodes that have undergone a lattice collapse. We characterized the micro-

structure of the charged Ni-rich NCM cathodes at an electrochemical voltage of

3.9 V (before lattice collapse) and 4.2 and 4.4 V (after lattice collapse) (Figures 1E–

1G). At 3.9 V, the cathode has already experienced much electrochemical reaction,

as a layer of rock-salt structure with the thickness of about 2 nm is found on the sur-

face of the NCM 622 (Figure S5), which is ascribed to surface chemical degradation

from aggravated redox reactions at the cathode-electrolyte interface. However, the

particle remains intact with neither ridge appearing on the surface (Figure 1E1), nor

gliding marks within its interior structure (Figure 1F1). The lattice spacing of the (003)

planes, measured from the atomic-resolution STEM images, (Figure 1G1) is�4.89 Å,

confirming the expanded state compared with the pristine state (Figure S3E).

When charged to 4.2 and 4.4 V, many parallel and ‘‘sliced’’ ridges can be observed at

the surface of the single crystal (Figures 1E2, 1E3, and S6). Planar gliding appears as

white lines in the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)-STEM images and as black

lines in the bright-field (BF)-STEM image (Figures 1F2 and 1F3). The lines (termed

‘‘gliding marks’’) are perpendicular to the c-axis and are caused by planar gliding

in a model II-type crack (in-plane shear, according to fracture mechanics). The nature

of the gliding mark is identified as a ‘‘strain caused diffraction contrast’’ (Figure S7;

Note S1). Meanwhile, the edges of the ridges are mostly observed to be well aligned

with the gliding marks (Figure S8; Note S2), implying both the ridges and gliding

marks are all generated by planar gliding. The measured lattice spacing of the

(003) planes is about �4.83 and 4.79 Å at 4.2 and 4.4 V, respectively, which matches

well with the in situ HEXRD results. Also, by comparing the density of gliding marks

on the NCM particles at 4.2 and 4.4 V, we can conclude that the density of the de-

fects has increased as the degree of lattice collapse is deepened.

When the electrochemical voltage is activated above 4.2 V, intragranular cracks are

also observed. The cracks appear as narrow, dark strips parallel to the (003) planes,

visible in the HAADF-STEM images (Figures S9 and S10); these cracks are formed by

a parallel splitting of two adjacent TM layers. Note that both gliding marks and

cracks do not appear at 3.9 V, but simultaneously appear at 4.2 and 4.4 V, showing

their relationship with lattice collapse.

Direct observation of consecutive lattice collapse and formation of planar

gliding by in situ STEM

We observed lattice collapse in NCM single crystals by in situ STEM (the experi-

mental setup is shown in Figure 2A), showing the dynamic process of how lattice

collapse occurs during delithiation. As shown in Video S1, an interface is identified

and quickly moving across the NCM crystal upon delithiation, and the contrast of

the crystal (left side of the interface) becomes bright/dark in HAADF/BF contrast

as soon as the interface passes. The increased brightness in the HAADF-STEM image

(Z contrast) is normally caused by an increased thickness or mass density. Here it

shows an increased density due to lattice collapse of the (003) planes. The video
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023



Figure 2. In situ STEM observed lattice collapse and generation of planar gliding

(A) Schematic illustration of the in situ HAADF/BF-STEM method.

(B) Representative time-lapse STEM image showing lattice collapse (inset: SAED pattern).

(C) Atomic-resolution BF-STEM image enlarged from the area marked by the rectangle in (B).

(D and E) Time-lapse HAADF-STEM images from Video S1 during in situ lithium extraction (D) and the corresponding filtered images (E).

(F) Intensity profiles from the areas labeled in (D) at different times.

(G) HAADF-STEM image and its filtered image before planar gliding.

(H) Time-lapse BF-STEM images enlarged from the area labeled by the yellow rectangle in (G) and HAADF-STEM image at 807 s on the right.

(I) Representative time-lapse BF-STEM images from Video S2 showing the generation process of planar gliding and HAADF-STEM image of 923 s on the

right.
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shows the consecutive lattice collapse taking place when Li and electrons are ex-

tracted. The consecutive lattice collapse could be identified by analyzing the inten-

sity in the representative images extracted from the video during delithiation

(Figures 2B–2F). The orientation of the crystal is close to the [100] orientation as

shown by the inset in Figures 2B and 2C, where the orange dashed line parallel to

the (003) planes marks the lattice-collapsing interface between the collapsed and

the expanded (less collapsed) area. It is worth noting that for Ni-rich cathode, the

collapsed area should be the H3 phase while the expanded area should be the H2

phase. Thus, the observed lattice collapsing process could be interpreted as the dy-

namic H2-H3 phase transition process, and the lattice-collapsing interface should

therefore be assigned to the H2-H3 phase transition interface. To better visualize

the collapsing interface, we used a combined ‘‘soft-rectangle’’ and band-pass filters

to process the original HAADF images and compare with the BF images for a better

contrast presentation (Figure S11; Note S3), where a lattice expansion process could

also be identified before the collapse is initiated (Figure S12). The filtered images

from 283 to 514 s (Figure 2E) show an obvious interface as marked by the yellow

dashed line, where the interface has moved 77 nm along the c-axis at 231 s, with

an average moving speed of �0.33 nm s�1.

By measuring the dynamic changes of the image intensity, a direct comparison be-

tween the collapsed and expanded (less-collapsed) region can be obtained during

its movement (Figure 2F). The intensity profiles have been measured, starting

from the same position, in a single-crystalline particle (marked by red, blue, orange,

and green dashed rectangles in Figure 2D). All profiles exhibit an oblique trend with

a similar slope, which is attributed to the change of thickness from the edge to the

interior grain. Compared with the intensity profiles collected at 283 s, those

collected at 388, 461, and 514 s indicate a gradual intensity increase from 0 to

60 nm as indicated by the blue, orange, and green arrows, respectively. The increase

ratio of the intensity is similar to the lattice shrinkage of the (003) planes during lat-

tice collapse (�2.5%), further proving the consecutive lattice collapse during deli-

thiation (Figure S13; Note S4).

Besides the dynamic lattice collapse, we also observed the operando generation of a

planar gliding. During the movement of the collapsing interface, four places are

observed to have planar gliding generated exactly at the lattice collapsing interface

(Figures 2G–2I and S14–S16), which is clearly seen in Video S2. Figure 2G shows the

HAADF-STEM image and filtered image right before planar gliding is generated,

when the collapse interface has moved to the position marked by the yellow dashed

line. Figure 2I is the enlarged and time-lapse image from the areamarked by the yellow

dashed rectangle in Figure2G.At 765 s, the surfaceof theparticles is smoothand intact.

In the next frame at 776 s, the surface of particle shows a small ridge with the right side

rising by �1.2 nm, which indicates that planar gliding is generated exactly at the

collapsing interface.Moreover, at 807 s, further planar gliding occurs on the similar po-

sition, generating a new ridgewith a height of 2.8 nm (Figure 2H). The glidingmarks are

also simultaneously generated with the ridges as marked by the yellow arrows in Fig-

ure 2I, which matches well with the ex situ results, confirming that both the ridge on

the surface and the gliding mark inside are indeed signatures of planar gliding.

The layer-by-layer delithiation model and its correlation with lattice collapse

and planar gliding by DFT calculations

The in situ STEM results, clearly indicate that the consecutive lattice-collapse model

is different from the conventional uniform lattice contraction model (Figure 3A). In

the uniform lattice contraction model, the lattice contracts as a whole, whereas in
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023



Figure 3. Establishment of the layer-by-layer delithiation model and its correlation with lattice collapse and planar gliding by DFT calculations

(A) Classical solid-solution delithiation mode versus the layer-by-layer delithiation mode.

(B) Illustration of the proposed delithiation path.

(C) Formation energy of each path at different delithiation stages.

(D) Formation energy of planar gliding at different delithiation stages.

(E and F) Lattice parameter variation at different delithiation stages.
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the consecutive lattice-collapse model, the lattice contraction is initiated in one

place, and then gradually extends in a ‘‘layer-by-layer’’ form until the whole crystal

is contracted. As lattice collapse is generated by Li extraction at high voltage, a

different type of delithiation mode (layer-by-layer delithiation) can also be consid-

ered and is supported by DFT first-principles calculations.

Such a calculation attempts to reveal the thermodynamic character of the layer-by-

layer delithiation model and its correlation with the consecutive lattice collapse and

planar gliding (Figure 3B). We have further illustrated this conversion from classic
Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023 7
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solid solution delithiation to layer-by-layer delithiation in thermodynamic perspec-

tive: we calculated and compared the energy at various delithiation state through

solid solution/layer-by-layer delithiation to explore an easiest delithiation route (Fig-

ure 3C). To simulate the conventional solid solution delithiation behavior, we started

with an NCM LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 supercell (273 273 27) and randomly removed Li

ions from the structure from x = 0.0 to x = 0.56 (charge ending point according to

experiments). To simulate the layer-by-layer delithiation model and determine its

exact initiation point, we started with the same supercell and randomly removed

Li ions until a series of initiation points (x = 0.11, 0.22, 0.33, and 0.44, marked by yel-

low, green, blue, and purple circles, respectively) are reached. After these points, we

removed Li preferentially from a single layer before wemoved on to other layers until

the endpoint (x = 0.56) is reached. These Li1�xNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 structures were all

relaxed in DFT to have their total energies calculated. The corresponding formation

energies were then evaluated referring to the pristine phase: EF = E(Li1�xNi0.6Mn0.2
Co0.2O2) � E(LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2) + xm(Li). Delithiation convex hulls of all these de-

lithiation processes are constructed and by comparing their relative heights, we can

identify the ground state delithiation reaction pathway. We observed a switch from

the original randomized solid-solution Li removal delithiation behavior (x = 0.11,

0.22, and 0.3, at low voltage, during lattice expanding) to the layer-by-layer delithia-

tion at a composition close to x = 0.44 (at high voltage, when lattice collapse hap-

pens), which is in agreement with the experiments. It is worth noting that layer-by-

layer delithiation will naturally induce Li concentration gradient, which was thought

to be the cause of planar gliding and crack in the previous study.17

To unravel the origin of planar gliding, planar gliding was introduced to the solid so-

lution delithiated phase (x = 0.44, representing low-voltage delithiation) and both

solid solution and layer-by-layer delithiated phases (x = 0.56, representing high-

voltage delithiation) to study its thermodynamic impact on the delithiation process

(Figure 3D). At x = 0.44, the formation energy for planar gliding is 47 meV/atom. For

x = 0.56, the formation energy decreases to 16 meV/atom for the solid-solution

mode and 8 meV/atom for the layer-by-layer delithiation mode. 8 meV/atom is a

very low formation energy, which implies a high possibility of the generation of

planar gliding upon deep-charge state in the layer-by-layer delithiation mode.

Over the whole simulated delithiation period (0.0 < x < 0.56), we identified an initial

increment of the lattice parameters a, b, and c (0.0 < x < 0.19) followed by a decrease

(0.19 < x < 0.56), which matches with the HEXRDmeasurements (Figures 3E and 3F).

The decrease of the c-axis is believed to be caused by the transfer of negative charge

from O to TM atoms, which depletes the effective charge on oxygen at high state of

charge and drastically reduces repulsion between the oxygen planes and hence the

interlayer spacing (Li–O slabs).23 We notice that the layer gliding will mitigate the

interlayer compression (c decrement); this implies that the internal stress accumu-

lated during the layer-by-layer delithiation can be released by planar gliding, as

observed in TEM. We also observe a formation energy decrement at x = 0.56 for

the Ni migration (from the transition metal layer to the Li layer) from 41 meV/atom

(without layer gliding) to 20 meV/atom (with layer gliding). These results fit well

with the TM anti-sites observed in the HAADF-STEM images (Figure S17; Note S5).

Mechanical degradation in Ni-rich layered cathode at high voltage

When Ni-rich NCM is electrochemically activated to a high voltage, the layer-by-layer

delithiation induces consecutive lattice collapse, generating non-uniform strain as the

triggering source of the mechanical degradation. The strain can then be released by

the formation of not only planar gliding (Figure 4), but also intragranular microcracks

(Figure 4A). The collapsed lattice and the expanded lattice have a difference in lattice
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023



Figure 4. Generation of intragranular microcracks through the layer-by-layer delithiation model and its correlation with planar gliding

(A) Schematic illustration of the crack formation in the layer-by-layer delithiation model.

(B) Schematic illustration of planar gliding and microcrack generation during delithiation.

(C) Cross-sectional ex situ HAADF-STEM image of cathode first charged 4.4 V showing several intragranular microcracks.

(D–F) Different combos of planar gliding and microcracks: (D) planar gliding only, (E) planar gliding near a microcrack, (F) planar gliding on a microcrack.

(D1, E1, and F1) Illustration of the defects and their reversibility. (D2, E2, and F2) HAADF/BF-STEM images. (D3, E3, and F3) High-resolution HAADF/BF-

STEM images. (D4, E4, and F4) Strain (Ɛxx) mappings calculated by GPA, from (D3), (E3), and (F3), respectively.
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spacing (up to 5%), which induces intragranular tensile strain along the c-axis, and the

collapsing interfacewill become theplacewhere this strain is accumulated.Microcracks

would be formed through (003) planes splitting (the plane is ‘‘teared’’) at the collapsing

interface to release this strain within the cathode particle. The in situ observed crack

generation in the collapsing interface is shown in Figure S18. In this defect generation

model, the cracks are likely to be initiated from grain interior as observed from Fig-

ure 4B. Also, the ‘‘crack climbing’’ with adjacent crack formation could be accommo-

dated in this model (Figure S19; Note S6).

The schematic illustration of the generation of planar gliding and microcracks are

shown in Figure 4C: lattice collapse can be initiated in one or several areas in a cath-

ode particle when a high discharge voltage (usually above 4.1 V) is reached, then

gradually extend with the collapsing interface moving along the c-axis. And planar

gliding and microcracking will be generated at the collapsing interface where the

strain is accumulated. The influence of the polarization is also analyzed because of

different current densities on the collapsing behavior and the formation of mechan-

ical degradation (Figure S20; Note S7).

As planar gliding and microcracks have been demonstrated as important means of

releasing the strain (because of consecutive lattice collapse), they are closely related

and possibly mutually influenced. For instance, the strain can be released by merely

planar gliding (Figure 4D), or planar gliding and a nearby microcrack (Figure 4E), or

both planar gliding and the microcrack at the same location (Figure 4F). The represen-

tativeHAADF/BF-STEM image (Figure4D3), and its corresponding strainmapping (Fig-

ure 4D4) shows the strain distribution around planar gliding. When planar gliding mark

is near, but not on the crack, themicrocrack shows a typical asymmetric shape: the strain

‘‘bends’’ the microcrack toward the position of the gliding mark (Figure 4E3). The phe-

nomenon is more obvious in the strain mapping (Figure 4E4). A microcrack near a

gliding mark induces no material loss (the microcrack is formed by a parallel splitting

of two adjacent TM layers), and therefore it provides possibilities for self-repairing dur-

ing the subsequent cycling, and as such it could be reversible. However, when the mi-

crocrack is on the gliding mark (Figures 4F and S21), an obvious missing plane is

observed in the middle of the microcrack, indicative of a material loss during the gen-

eration of the defect. Thismaterial loss will prohibit repairing themicrocrack, and there-

fore microcracks on the gliding marks are most likely irreversible (because of repeated

formation of the defects in the same location in cycling).

In summary, we show that in single-crystalline Ni-rich NCM cathodes, the layer-by-

layer delithiation mode becomes dominant after lattice collapse is initiated at high

electrochemical voltage. The consecutive lattice collapse generates a non-uniform

and large strain in the collapsing interface, which is then released by the generation

of planar gliding andmicrocracking. Although a single planar gliding ormicrocrack is

reversible and can be repaired upon cycling, an overlay of planar gliding and micro-

cracking will lead to the formation of irreversible cracks, which then causes the me-

chanical degradation of the Ni-rich cathodes within the internal grain. The consecu-

tive lattice collapse is observed by in situ STEM, where the collapsing is initiated at

one site and then consecutively extended. The DFT calculations confirm that the Li

extraction mechanism will convert from the classic solid solution to a layer-by-layer

path upon deep charging, where planar gliding enables to mitigate the interlayer

strain. This work correlates the intrinsic structural phenomena, including lattice

collapse, planar gliding, and intragranular microcracking within the consecutive

lattice-collapse model; it provides insight into the structure modifications to be

expected in next-generation layered cathode materials.
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 4, 101480, July 19, 2023
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Jinsong Wu (wujs@whut.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study was performed with commercially available materials and did not

generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this article (and its

supplemental information files).
Electrochemical measurements

The single-crystalline NCM cathode was provided by Tianjin B&M Science and Tech-

nology prepared from solid reaction method. The electrochemical properties were

tested by the assembling CR2016-type coin cells with Li metal foil as the anode in Ar

atmosphere. The cathodes were composed of 80% active material, 10% polyvinyli-

dene difluoride (PVDF), and 10% acetylene black. A solution (1.0 M) of LiPF6 in ethyl

carbonate/dimethyl carbonate/ethyl methyl carbonate (EC/DMC/EMC = 1:1:1 vol

%) was used as the electrolyte. Al foil is used as the collector. The mass loading of

each electrode was 4–5 mg cm�2. Galvanostatic charge/discharge measurement

was carried out on a multichannel battery testing system (LAND CT2001A). To pre-

pare the sample after cycling for ex situ SEM and TEM characterization, the electrode

was charged in a very small current density (10 mA g�1) to avoid polarization, then

the electrodes were taken out of the disassembled cell and then soaked in acetone

for 48 h to remove the residual electrolyte.
Material characterization

In situ HEXRD patterns were collected at beamline 11-ID-C of Advanced Photon

Source at Argonne National Laboratory, with a beam with a size of 0.2 3

0.2 mm2 and wavelength of 0.1173 Å. Coin cells were cycled at 20 mA g�1 between

2.7 and 4.5 V using a MACCOR cycler. During the cell cycling, the HEXRD patterns

were collected every 600 s, using a Perkin-Elmer two-dimensional (2D) X-ray detec-

tor. The 2D diffraction patterns were then converted into 1D patterns of 2q versus

intensity using GSAS-II software calibrated against a CeO2 standard. The STEM

images and EDX spectra were collected using a CEOS probe corrected FEI

Themis TEM (electron accelerating voltage is 300 kV). The probe convergence

angle was 17.8 mrad, at a probe current of �45 pA for STEM imaging and EDS

acquisition. For in situ STEM, a miniature battery was built inside the electron mi-

croscope, with cathode material on the gold tip as the cathode and Li metal

attached to the surface of the tungsten needle as the anode. The Li2O from the

surface oxidation of the Li metal serves as the solid electrolyte. The bias was

slowly increased from 0 V to �4.5 V with the rate of �0.2 V/s and mains at 4.5 V

for Li extraction when Li2O reached the cathode material. Performing STEM

with both HAADF and BF detectors allows us to collect dark field and BF

images simultaneously, and use their combined advantages. Each frame in the

recorded video is �10.5 s. Such an in situ STEM method using the in situ

solid open cell could achieve high-resolution imaging. However, the solid-state

lithiation environment could only resemble, but not replicate, the real battery

condition.
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First-principles calculations

All DFT calculations reported in this study were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio

Simulation Package (VASP)30–33 with the projector augmented wave (PAW) poten-

tials34 and the Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof (PBE)35 exchange correlation. A plane

wave basis with a cutoff energy of 520 eV and G-centered k-meshes with a density

of 8,000 k-points per reciprocal atom was used for all calculations. All calculations

were spin-polarized, with Mn and Ni atoms initialized in high-spin configurations

and Co atoms initialized in low-spin configurations.36,37 They were all relaxed to

self-consistency. The DFT + U method introduced by Dudarev et al.38 was used to

treat the localized 3d electrons of Mn, Ni, and Co with U of 3.8, 6.4, and 3.3 obtained

by fitting it to experimental and calculated formation enthalpies in a previous

study.39
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